Integrity constraints are rules which should guarantee the integrity of a database. Provided that an adequate mechanism to express them is available, the following question arises: is there any w ay to populate a database which satis es the constraints supplied by a database designer? i.e., does the database schema, including constraints, admit at least a non{empty m o d e l ?
Introduction and Motivation
Integrity constraints are rules which should guarantee the integrity of a database. Most database systems include support for integrity constraints: in RDBMSs and OODBMSs some typing constraints can be directly represent e d a t s c hema de nition time using the DDL others are expressed and enforced by m e c hanisms such as check conditions and assertions in RDBMSs or speci c methods in OODBMSs.
However, as pointed out in 32], little attention has been paid to the problem of determining whether a set of constraints (or/and rules) is consistent, i.e., non-contradictory or satis able. Contributions to these topics are based on the capability of expressing constraints with a declarative s t yle and come from di erent research areas: deductive databases, description logics languages and object{oriented databases.
Deductive databases o er a uniform solution to the satis ability problem for the wide class of integrity constraints which can be expressed as deduction rules, through the availability of general theorem provers, which Contact Address: Claudio Sartori, DEIS, Viale Risorgimento 2, I-40136 Bologna, Italy, Phone: +39 (51) 644.3554-(operator: 3548-3001), Fax: +39 (51) 644.3540, E-mail: csartori@deis.unibo.it can be used both to check the consistency of a set of data de nitions and constraints and to check database states with respect to constraints. Signi cant contributions on these topics are found in 21, 3 8 , 4 1 , 4 2 ] .
A m a j o r d r a wback of these proposals is that they operate on a logical, at data model, whereas actual directions of knowledge representations focus on powerful data modelling capabilities adding structural complexity to value-based relational databases. In fact, formalisms supporting classes with complex description organized in multiple inheritance hierarchies are a milestone both for database systems and knowledge representation systems developed in Arti cial Intelligence 1, 4 , 9 , 1 7 , 1 9 , 2 7 , 7 , 3 1 ].
Among object-oriented database models 18, 25, 4 9 ], the class of the ones known as Complex Object Data Models (CODMs), recently considered in the area of Deductive Databases 2, 3] , OODB 7] , is particularly signi cant for the expressiveness of the data models and their precise extensional semantics: they support complex objects and object identi ers and allow the de nition of complex values built by means of the recursive use of the set and the record constructors.
Furthermore, they provide techniques to guarantee inheritance consistency of database schemata, based on strict inheritance class taxonomies 1, 4, 7 ] . In the O 2 object-oriented DBMS 7] , for example, the introduction of new classes which violate strict inheritance semantics is prevented by means of well-known type checking techniques 24] (i.e., a class named C can only be a specialization of a class named C 0 if the structural description of C is a re nement of the structural description of C 0 ). From the structural point o f v i e w , also the Object{Relational database systems 49] adopt the same data model, with values and oids, but without a precise extensional semantics.
Among knowledge representation formalisms developed in Arti cial Intelligence, the class of the ones known as description logics languages (DLs) 48], derived from the KL-ONE model 20], is particularly relevant for its object{oriented data modelling capabilities and for its techniques to check consistency of strict multiple inheritance taxonomies of classes.
DLs are a subset of rst order logic: they express concepts (roughly classes) as logical formulas which contain one free variable (to be lled with instances of a concept) and are built using unary and binary predicates (connected by i n tersection, union and complement). DLs di erentiate primitive and de ned concepts, representing, respectively, only necessary conditions and necessary and su cient conditions for objects to be instances of a concept. Thus, primitive concepts correspond to the usual semantics of database classes, whereas de ned concepts correspond to the semantics of views. Given an extensional semantics for concepts and exploiting the semantics for de ned concepts, DLs provide reasoning techniques, called taxonomic reasoning: subsumption computation (i.e. computation of isa relations not explicitly given but implied by the descriptions of concepts ) and inconsistency detection (i.e. detection of always empty concepts). The complexity of these inferences was assessed for a variety of acyclic DLs (see e.g., 28]).
Recently, description logic{based formalisms for databases, which extend in di erent directions the above cited DLs and exploit taxonomic reasoning in a database environment, have been proposed 10, 1 2 , 1 6 , 1 7 , 2 2 , 2 3 ] . The extensions proposed in 16] w ere necessary to represent the richer expressiveness of CODMs with respect to previously proposed DLs. In fact, CODMs are, in some aspects, more expressive. First of all, CODMs introduce a distinction between values and objects with identity and, thus, between value types and class types (which a r e also brie y called classes), whereas DLs support only objects and classes. Further, CODMs support additional type constructors, such a s record and set allowing complex values to be built. Finally, CODMs usually support the representation and management o f cyclic classes, i.e., classes which directly or indirectly make references to themselves.
The capability of supporting value-types rstly introduced in the extended description logics, ODL, proposed in 15, 1 6 ] on the one hand permits a data model which is a compatible extension of the relational model and, on the other hand, it is fundamental to represent the so-called integrity typing constraints, which are described by predicates on concrete domains (integer, string, real) 1 .
In this paper we propose a solution to the consistency problem in complex object database environment, providing a theoretical framework including: two alternative formalisms, OLCP and OLCD, able to express a relevant set of state integrity constraints in a declarative s t yle two specialized reasoners, based on the tableaux calculus, a b l e t o c heck the consistency of complex objects database schema expressed by these formalisms.
OLCP and OLCD are not proposed as new data models, but as formal tools in which the structural part (i.e. disregarding the behavioral aspects) of the di erent existing OODB models 2, 3 , 7 , 3 9 ] can be mapped, and a class of integrity constrains can be expressed in a declarative s t yle. Their precise extensional semantics, in the tradition of description logics, is a pre{requisite for the development of a specialized reasoner for the consistency checking.
The proposed formalisms share a common kernel, OLC(Object Language with Complements), which provides a general value-based and identity-based type system, disallowing cyclic descriptions. The descriptions of classes and nested relations come in two a vours: primitive a n d virtual (corresponding to de ned semantics of DLs and views in DB environment). Type descriptions can be built by means of the recursive use of record and set type constructors (existentially and universally quanti ed) and by using: comparison operators union, intersection, complement operators attribute paths. Attribute paths are dot-separated sequences of attributes expressing navigation through classes and types of a complex object data schema. They are necessary for query languages in an OODBMS environment (see the examples in 36]) and were introduced to express constraints in 26].
OLC has been individuated as starting point, as it is a good compromise between expressiveness of the model and decidability of the reasoning activities. In fact, in OLC we can express signi cant s t a t e integrity constraints, i.e. typing constraints and integrity rules. A typing constraint expresses a comparison between an attribute path and a base value. The union, intersection and complement operators allow t h e expression of if then integrity rules. Furthermore, decidability results of the reasoning activities have been obtained in description logics research area for a comparable formalism, ALC 5, 3 5 , 4 6 ] .
There are many directions of possible extensions to the kernel formalism OLC, which m a y b e considered, but our main guideline is decidability. Thus we start from the formalism OLCP presented in section 2 and consider possible independent and relevant extensions: path relations, cyclic type names, paths across multivalued attributes. The rst, i.e. the OLCP (Object Language with Complements and Path relations) formalism, introduces the capability of expressing path relations (a path relation expresses a comparison between two attribute paths). The second, i.e. OLCD (Object Language with Complements allowing Descriptive cycles), introduces the capability of expressing cyclic descriptions. We p r o ve that consistency checking in OLCP and OLCD is decidable. Unfortunately, we p r o ve that for the formalism OLCDP, allowing both the capability o f expressing cyclic descriptions and the capability of expressing path relations, the reasoning activity becomes undecidable. Furthermore, extending OLCP with paths across multi-valued attributes leads to undecidability.
OLCP and OLCD are derived from the ODL formalism proposed in 16]: OLCD extends ODL with union, complement operators and existential quanti cation of sets OLCP extends ODL in some features: union, complement operators and path relations but introduces the restriction of aciclicity of descriptions. Furthermore, consistency checking in ODL has been performed by means of completely di erent techniques.
The specialized reasoners we d e v eloped for OLCP and OLCD are based on the tableaux calculus 47] a n d extend the theoretical results obtained in 5, 3 5 , 4 6 ] . These extensions are quite complex, since OLCPand OLCD represent c o m binations of features which are separately found in di erent proposals and, more of all, completely new techniques to detect the incoherence of path relations and typing constraints including value{types and objects have been developed.
The behavior of the reasoners is the following: given a schema and one of its class descriptions (eventually including integrity constraints), it returns true if, and only if, the class is consistent with respect to the schema, i.e., if at least a legal instance of the database schema exists such that the class interpretation is non{empty. The reasoner can also use consistency checking to perform subsumption computation, as consistency and subsumption can be reduced to each other.
The structure of the paper is the following. Subsection 1.1 illustrates our approach with some informal examples. In Section 2, the OLCP syntax and semantics are presented and consistency is formally de ned.
Section 3 introduces the de nitions necessary to develop the tableaux calculus of the specialized reasoners gives the algorithm for checking consistency in OLCP schemata and the termination, soundness, completeness theorems. Furthermore, an application example of the consistency checking algorithm in OLCP is presented. In Section 4, the syntactical and semantical di erences of OLCD with respect to OLCP are described the consistency checking algorithm in OLCD with the termination, soundness, completeness theorems are given. Furthermore, an application example of the consistency checking algorithm in OLCDis presented. Finally, the extension of OLCPwith paths across multi-valued attributes is introduced and an undecidability result is given.
In section 5, we discuss the related literature and the main integrity constraints which are not considered by o u r formalisms, and in section 6 we s k etch the possible evolution of our work. The two appendices are concerned only with technical aspects: In Appendix A the proofs of the logical properties of the calculus, namely termination, soundness, completeness for OLCP and OLCD, are given, and in Appendix B we s h o w that for the formalism OLCDP allowing the expression of both cyclic descriptions and path relations, the reasoning activity becomes undecidable.
Examples
This subsection illustrates, with some examples, the types of integrity constraints which can be expressed with the proposed formalism and the contradictions that can be found.
Let us introduce some descriptions relative to a part of the organizational structure of a Company: \Em-ployees have a name and earn a salary. Managers are employees and have a l e v el composed of a quali cation, which is a string, and a parameter, which i s a n i n teger. Repositories have a denomination, which can be either a string or a structure composed by a repository name and an address a repository stocks a set of items which are all materials. Materials are described by a n a m e and a risk. Departments have a denomination (string), and are managed by a manager. Warehouses have both the properties of departments and repositories. Fluids are materials and have a viscosity p r o p e r t y. Solids are materials that are not in uids. Shipments of materials are described by an urgency." Using OODB{like syntax, the Company domain example can be described as in Table 1 .
The relation Level is a set of tuples, as in the relational model, whereas the classes are sets of identi ed objects. \Class" and \relation" are shorthands for primitive class and primitive relation, i.e. classes and relations whose extensions are assigned by the user.
The intersection operator (and) allows the expression of multiple inheritance (see class Warehouse). In particular, a subclass can rede ne a eld inherited from one (or more) of its its superclasses. In this case, due to our strict inheritance semantics, we compute the resulting type of the eld as the intersection of the given types. For example, in the class Manager we could rede ne the eld salary as a subrange of Integer. On the other hand, if we rede ne this eld as a String, the class Manager is inconsistent. The complement operator (not) a l l o ws exclusive specialization hierarchies to be expressed (see classes Fluid and Solid). Furthermore, in class Repository the union operator (or) describes two alternative structures for the attribute denomination and the set operator fg introduces stock as a multi-valued attribute.
A notable capability of our formalism is attribute path support. For example, let us add to the schema the following class descriptions: \Dangerous materials (DangerMaterial) are materials with a risk greater than 5. Top managers (TopManager) are managers with a parameter greater than 10. Technicians are employees who work in a department they earn less than the manager of the department where they work".
class DangerMaterial = isa Material and (risk > 5) class TopManager we describe technicians who work in the departments managed by manager with the same name and no contradiction occurs. Class SlowDangerShipment is inconsistent s i n c e DangerMaterial is constrained to a risk value greater than 5 and therefore its shipment requires an urgency value greater than 10.
As an example of relation inconsistency, let us consider the following de nitions:
relation Skill = String and ((self = \Typist") or (self = \Secretary")) relation Requests = skill1 : Skill skill2 : Skill skill3 : Skill] and (skill1 6 = skill2) and (skill2 6 = skill3) and (skill3 6 = skill1) No tuple is allowed for Requests, since it requires three di erent v alues of Skill, while two only are available. Note that if Skill were a class, instead of a relation, we c o u l d instantiate it with many object associated to the value \Typist" or \Secretary" and then Requests would be consistent.
We can express a set of database views by introducing the semantics of virtual types, that is type names whose descriptions represent a set of necessary and su cient conditions and we c a n c heck their consistency. BossTechnician is subsumed by BossHomonTechnician, since if one is the manager of the department for which h e w orks, of course he has the same name. It is important to observe that this subsumption holds only if BossHomonTechnician is a virtual class. On the other hand, the semantics of virtual class isn't the only way to infer subsumptions: BossTechnician is subsumed by Manager, no matter if they are both primitive classes, since he manages his department, but we know that a department must be managed by an element of class As a nal example, let us consider the usage of virtual relations. A virtual relation collects all the values, at every nesting level, which are subsumed by its description. For instance, the collection of the tuples having a string attribute name is given as follows:
virtual relation Names = name : String] The relation Names will include all tuples which are associated to objects from Employee and Material and the denominations of Repository which are not strings.
A Formalism for Complex Objects including Integrity Constraints
OLCPis an extension of the object description language odl, i n troduced in 16] and is in the tradition of complex object data models 2, 3 9 ] . OLCP, as its ancestor odl, p r o vides a system of base types: string, boolean, integer, real the type constructors tuple, set and class allow the construction of complex value types and class types. Class types (also brie y called classes) denote sets of objects with an identity and a value, while value types denote sets of complex, nitely nested values without object identity. Additionally, a n i n tersection operator can be used to create intersections of previously introduced types allowing simple and multiple inheritance. Finally, types can be given names. Named types come in two avors: a named type may be primitive, which m e a n s that the user has to specify the memb e r s h i p o f a n element in the interpretation of the name or virtual, in which case its interpretation is computed.
OLCP extends odl with the introduction of the union operator (t), of the complement operator (:) a n d of the existential set speci cation fSg 9 . Another relevant extension is the introduction in the type system of the path speci cations and comparison operators for the description of predicates. The main limitation with respect to odl is that circular references are not allowed in type name descriptions, in order to guarantee the decidability of consistency checking. Moreover the type used in a set constructor cannot be another set type. 
Paths
A path p is either the symbol , or a dot-separated sequence of elements e 1 .e 2 . .e n , where e i 2 A f4g (i = 1 : : : n ). denotes the unique path of length 0. Let W denote the set of all paths. Given a set of object identi ers O and a value function , we introduce the function J : W ;! 2 V V , mapping paths to partial functions on V:
empty path: J ] =
Notice that, for all p, J p] is unde ned on set values. In section 4.3, paths de ned also on set values will be discussed.
Let v be a value and p be a path. By J p](v) w e mean the unique value (when it exists) reachable from v following p, that is the value of the partial function J p] i n v.
Types and Schemas
We assume a countable set N of type names (denoted by N, N 1 ,N 2 , : : : ), which includes the set B = fInteger String Bool Realg of base-type designators (which will be denoted by B) and the symbols>, ?.
S(A N) denotes the set of all nite type descriptions (denoted by S, S 1 , S 2 , : : : ), also brie y called types, over given A N, obtained according to the following abstract syntax rule, where a i 6 = a j for i 6 = j ( 8 and ] denote the usual type constructors of set and record (tuple), respectively. The fSg 9 construct is an existential set speci cation, where at least one element of the set must be of type S. The construct u stands for intersection, the construct t stands for union, the construct : stands for complement, whereas 4 constructs class descriptions, i.e., is an object set forming constructor. p 1 p 2 , p d, p" represent atomic predicates: p 1 p 2 is a path relation, p d is a range restriction and p" expresses path unde nedness.
Give n a s e t o f t ype descriptions S(A N), a schema over S(A N) is a total function : Nn(B f > ?g) ! S(A N), which associates type names to descriptions. is partitioned into two functions: P , w h i c h i n troduces the description of primitive type names whose extensions must be explicitly provided by the user and V , which i n troduces the description of virtual type names whose extensions can be recursively obtained from the extension of the types occurring in their description. Some of the types introduced in the examples of Section 1.1 are mapped into OLCP in Table 3 .
Notice the intersection operator (u) constructs a type that satis es all the constraints of its operand types.
In particular, it can be used to express inheritance in a name description. Formally, N 1 inherits directly from N 2 , i (N 1 ) = S 1 u u S n , n > 0, and N 2 = S i for some i, 1 i n.
Observe that the 4 operator allows the distinction of object types from value types. Class descriptions are preceded by 4 (as in the case of Material), while descriptions without 4 are related to relation names (as in the case of Level). For instance, when we de ne a new class by adding properties to another class, the tuple of the new class must be preceded by 4, a s f o r Fluid. On the other hand, OODB languages usually do not make this distinction. Notice also that the 4 symbol is used both as a path element and as a class constructor. The overloading matches the intuition that 4.viscosity < 10 is semantically equivalent t o 4 viscosity : ( < 10)] (see the de nition of interpretation function below).
In OLCP we impose two following syntactic limitations: 1) the nesting of set types is restricted, therefore a type such a s ffSg g , where denotes both 8 and 9, i s n o t a l l o wed 2) a OLCP schema is acyclic, therefore a type name may not refer directly or indirectly to itself. Formally, cycles are recognized by means of the notion of dependence: N 1 depends on N 2 , where N 1 N 2 2 N if N 2 is contained in the expression de ning N 1 , (N 1 ) a s c hema is acyclic i the transitive closure of depends on is a strict partial order. Since an OLCP schema is acyclic, it is also inheritance well-founded, i.e., the transitive closure of the inheritance relation is a strict partial order.
Interpretations and Database Instances
In the following, we will write S instead of S(A N) when the components are obvious from the context. Note that the interpretation of tuples implies an open world semantics for tuple types similar to the one adopted by Cardelli 24] , and that (p") selects objects which d o n o t h a ve the path p.
It should be noted than an interpretation does not necessarily imply that the extension of a named type is identical to the type description associated with the type name via the schema . For this purpose, we h a ve t o further constrain the interpretation function.
De nition 2.1 An interpretation function I is a legal instance of a schema i the set O is nite, and for all N 2 N:
if N 2 dom V From the above de nition, we see that the interpretation of a primitive t ype name is included in the interpretation of its description, while the interpretation of a virtual type is the interpretation of its description. In other words, the interpretation of a primitive t ype name has to be provided by the user, according to the given description, while the interpretation of a virtual type name is drawn from its de nition and from the interpretation of primitive type names, thus corresponding to a view in database context. Since an OLCP schema is acyclic, the legal instance is uniquely determined, once the standard interpretation I B of base types and the object assignment have been xed, by the interpretations of primitive t ype names.
It should be noted that in the our framework multiple inheritance is realized as a semantic property via the intersection operator. If we add, for example, the following type names to the schema of i.e., the restrictions on the level attribute are simply conjunctively combined. In other words, it is not necessary to \resolve inheritance con icts" on attributes that inherit di erent v alue ranges from multiple classes as in O 2 7] , but the value range of an attribute is simply the intersection over the value ranges of this attribute in all parent classes.
Schema Consistency
As usual, the notion of consistency is embodied by the possibility o f l l i n g a t ype with at least one value for some legal instance of the schema.
De nition 2.2 Given a schema over S(A N), a type S 2 S is consistent if and only if there is a legal instance I of and an object assignment , s u c h t h a t I S] 6 = . A schema over S(A N) is called consistent i for all N 2 N, N is consistent.
Note that for the consistency of a schema over S it is required that every type name N is consistent, but not necessarily that every type description S 2 S is consistent, since an inconsistent t ype used in a set type does not give rise to an inconsistency. In fact, f?g 8 is a consistent t ype denoting the empty set: I f?g 8 ] = f g n o t e that f?g 9 is an inconsistent t ype. Of course, the consistency of a type is related to a speci c schema, since the type description usually contains type names belonging the schema.
Finally, given two types S 1 , S 2 of a schema , we say t h a t S 1 subsumes S 2 i I S 1 ] I S 2 ] for all legal instances I of . Consistency and subsumption can be reduced to each other, according to the following rules: S 1 is subsumed by S 2 i S 1 u : S 2 is inconsistent, and S is consistent i it is not subsumed by ?. Therefore, an algorithm for checking the consistency of a type can also be used for subsumption computation.
Checking Consistency in OLCP
In the following we will give an algorithm for consistency checking which is based on the rules known as tableaux calculus for rst order logic. The algorithm can be used to determine if a type in a given schema can be lled with objects and values or, conversely, i f i t i s a l w ays empty, because of data de nitions and/or integrity constraints. It is a signi cant extension of the algorithm rstly developed for DLs in 35] as it has been necessary to develop many new rules to deal with complex value types and integrity constraints involving complex value types. The algorithm performs three steps:
1. transformation of a t ype into a normal form, that is a form where essentially complements of complex structures are eliminated (see Table 4) 2. generation, for the type in normal form, of a constraint system 2 , which i s a s e t of associations between variables and types 3. examination of the constraint system to determine if it contains a clash: the presence of a clash is an indicator to the type inconsistency.
The execution of step 1 pushes complements of complex structures towards the innermost levels moreover, hidden equalities and emptyset types are made explicit. This step substantially simpli es the structure of the rules implementing step 2. The normalization rewriting rules are given in Table 4 . Transformations 1-9 are obvious. Transformation 10 translates the tuple syntax into the equivalent i n tersection of one-attribute tuples the equivalence is implied by the open world semantics adopted for tuples. Transformation 11 re ects the equivalence between the complement of an attribute lled with a speci c type, and either the absence of the attribute, or the same attribute lled with the complement of the ller type. Transformation 12 states that the complement of an object description with a speci c type is either a nonobject description 4" or an object description with the complement of the type. Transformations 13 and 14 take i n to account the existential and universal set speci cation the type :f>g 8 denotes all the values which are not set values. Transformation 15 reduces the complement of a predicate to either the unde nedness of one of the two i n volved paths or a predicate with the same paths and the negation of the comparison operator. It is important to note that the transformation of negated predicates holds because paths do not come across sets, i.e., are functional. Transformations 18-19 reduce the unde nedness of path to the unde nedness of its components.
It is easy to see that the above transformations preserve t h e i n terpretation of type descriptions. It follows that normalizing the type name descriptions of a given schema yields a new schema (the normal form of ) which h a s the same legal instances of this implies that the consistency property o n t h e original schema and on its normal form are identical.
Following the method introduced in 35], we are going to devise a calculus for checking the consistency of type descriptions. The calculus will operate on syntactic entities, called constraints, consisting of variables, types and paths. Types are supposed to be in normal form.
We assume that there exists an alphabet of variable symbols, which will be denoted by the letters x, y and z.
:> ;! ? (1) :? ;! > (2) : ::S ;! S (5) p d ;! p < d t p = d (6) : 4 S ;! (4") t 4 : S (12) :fSg 9 ;! :f>g 8 t f : Sg 8 (13) :fSg 8 ;! :f>g 8 t f : Sg 9 if S 6 = > (14) : (18) :(e") ;! (19) :( d) ;! dt : B where d 2 B (20) ( ") ;! ? (21) x=S, w h e r e S is a type i n n o r m a l f o r m xpy x9y x8y x y, w h e r e 2 f = 6 = < > g x = fd 1 : : : d n g, with d i 2 D , for i 2 1::n.
Let I be a legal instance. An I{assignment is a function that maps every variable to an element o f V.
We s a y that: satis es x=S, i f (x) 2 I S] satis es xpy, i f ( (x) (y)) 2 J p] satis es x9y, i f (x) = f: : : v : : : g, a n d (y) = v satis es x8y, i f (x) = f: : : v : : : g, a n d (y) = v satis es x y, i f (x) (y) i s t r u e satis es x = fd 1 : : : d n g, i f (x) = fd 1 : : : d n g. A constraint is satis able if there is a legal instance I and an I{assignment such t h a t satis es . A constraint system K is a nite set of constraints. An I{assignment satis es a constraint system K if satis es every constraint in K. A constraint system K is satis able if there is a legal instance I and an I{assignment such that satis es K.
The satis ability of a constraint system is related to the consistency of a type: a normal type S is consistent if and only if the constraint system fx=Sg is satis able.
First of all, let us consider base types and comparisons involving base types.
De nition 3.2 Let K b be a constraint system. We say that K b is a base constraint system if and only if 2 K b implies is of one of the following forms:
1. x=B 2. x=( d), 2 f = < > g 3. x y, 2 f < >g 4. x=( 6 = d), w h e r e x occ u r s i n a t l e ast one constraint of the form 1, 2, 3.
5. x=:B, where x occurs in at least one constraint of the forms 1, 2, 3.
6. x 6 = y, w h e r e x and y occ u r i n a t l e ast one constraint of the forms 1, 2, 3.
The satis ability of a base constraint system has already been dealt with in the literature (see, for example, 45]). We denote by R(x K) the set of base values which satisfy all the constraints of the form 1, 2, 4, 5 i n K. Notice that the niteness of R(x K), and R(x K) itself, can be computed in polynomial time. Let us consider now the satis ability f o r a t ype S. The calculus starts with a constraint system K = fx=Sg and adds constraints to K until either a contradiction is generated or an interpretation satisfying S can be obtained from the resulting system. With K y z we denote the constraint system obtained from K by replacing each occurrence of z by y. The calculus is given by the completion rules shown in Table 5 .
Rules 1, 6, 9, 10 and 11 work on set constructors. Rule 2: Part 2a is obvious part 2b re ects the semantics of part 2c re ects the fact that attributes are interpreted as functions and is a function. Rule 3 works on 1. K ;! fx = g K if x=f?g 8 is in K, a n d x = is not in K. 2 is either fx = g or fx8y y=Sg, a n d x = is not in K and there is no variable z such t h a t x8z, z=Sare in K, a n d y i s a n e w v ariable.
11. K ;! 9 fx9y y=Sg K if x=fSg 9 
constructors, by re ecting the fact that the type a : S] i s consistent only if the type S is consistent, thus it adds the constraint y=Sto the constraint system. In addition, the constraint xay can re rule 2, in order to replace variable names deriving from other tuple constraints or from atomic predicates with a path including the attribute a. Rule 13 works on 4 constructor: it re ects the fact that the type 4S is consistent only if the type S is consistent, therefore it adds y=Sto the constraint system. In addition, the constraint x 4 y can re rule 2, in order to replace variable names deriving from other object constraints or from atomic predicates with a path including the symbol4. Rule 14 works on path equations. It produces path constraints of the form xpy, that are stepwise shortened by r u l e 1 5 b y stripping o the rst symbol. It should be observed that rules 8, 9 a n d 1 0 a r e nondeterministic, since one of the alternatives must be chosen. Moreover, rules from 10 on introduce new variables in the constraint system.
De nition 3.3 Let x denote a base constraint in which the variable x occurs. A clash is a set of constraints of one of the following forms:
1. a b ase constraint system that is not satis able 2. f x x e y g, with e 2 A f 4 9 8g 3. fx 6 = xg 4 12. fx i e i x i+1 j 1 i n ; 1 e i 6 = 4g, with x 1 = x n 13. fx 6 = y x= v y= vg, with We n o w g i v e a few examples of the less obvious clashes. As an example of clash 2, let x be the base constraint x=String t h e n f x x 4yg is unsatis able because we should assign to x a v alue which is at same time a string and an object identi er. Clash 8 re ects the fact that the set of constraints fxay x 4 zg (which derives from a type of the form a: S 1 ] u 4 S 2 ) is unsatis able because we should assign to x a v alue which is at same time a tuple and an object identi er. As an example of 12, let us consider fxaxg, which derives, for example, from the type a: S] u ( = a). An I{assignment that satis es xax, i.e., such that ( (x) (x)) 2 J a], should require that (x) = a: (x) : : : ], but this cannot hold because all values in V are only nitely nested. On the other hand, fx 4 xg, is not a clash, because an I{assignment with ( (x)) = (x), satis es it.
A
The main properties of the calculus are stated by the following theorems, where each t ype is assumed to be in normal form. The proofs for the theorems are given in Appendix A.1. Theorem 3.4 (Termination) Let S be a OLCP type. There is no in nite sequence of constraint systems K 1 = fx=Sg, K 2 , : : : , such that K i ! K i+1 , f o r i 1, i s a n i n s t a n c e o f a c ompletion rule. Theorem 3.5 (Completeness) Let S be a OLCP type. Then S is consistent i some completion of fx=Sg contains no clash.
Since every nondeterministic rule can generate at most a nite number of guesses, the above theorems entail that the calculus can be turned into an algorithm: To c heck a t ype S for consistency, w e generate all the complete constraint systems which c a n b e derived from fx=Sg. If all the generated systems contain a clash, then S is inconsistent, otherwise it is consistent.
Example As an example of application of the calculus for consistency checking, let us now consider the satis ability for the type associated to the class BossTechnician: One can verify that no rule can be applied to K x3 x4 since it contains the constraint x 3 < x 3 , w h i c h i s o b viously unsatis able (namely it is a clash), the type S is inconsistent.
Complexity bounds
It is can be easily seen that the algorithm devised above m a y require exponential space. In fact, if we let: n are arbitrary types for any n 0, then some constraint system issued from x=S n contains a number of variables which is exponential in n. Quite clearly, this explosion is due to the interaction between nested existential and universal set speci cations. This interplay between quanti ers occurs also in any description logic containing both existentially and universally quanti ed roles (see e.g. 30]). Since OLCP contains general complements, it may be argued that the consistency problem OLCP is at least as di cult as the satis ability problem in ALC, w h i c h i s P S P ACE-complete. Indeed the following result holds: Theorem 3.6 The consistency problem for OLCP types is PSPACE-hard.
However, the interplay of the quanti ers is not the only source of complexity. The ! fdg -rule introduces constraints of the form x = fd 1 : : : d n g, w h i c h are not bounded by a n y expression in the schema, but, rather, by the numbers representing base values occurring in range restrictions. In fact, the number of base value designators between braces in the above constraint can be as high as jR(x K)j. Therefore, the above given decidability result implies that the consistency problem for OLCP types can be decided with space bounded by the product of an exponential in the input length and the greatest integer occurring in the problem instance.
We conjecture that a tighter upper bound could be achieved by using the method of traces, originally applied to the description logic ALC in 46] . The method essentially exploits the syntactic properties of constraint systems obtained using completion rules to keep in memory only a portion of a constraint system at a time.
A modi ed set of rules, the trace rules, are obtained from the calculus by replacing the ! 9 -rule with a more constrained version (! T9 ), de ned as follows:
11. K ;! T9 fx9y y=Sg K if x=fSg 9 2 K, and there is no variable z such t h a t x9z is in K, and y is a new variable.
A trace is a constraint system built by trace rules, by applying rules 6 and 11 only if no other rule is applicable. Our conjecture is that a complete constraint s y s t e m K can then be obtained as the union of nitely many traces, and that K contains a clash if and only if some of its traces contains a clash. Since the cardinality of a trace is linearly bounded, the consistency problem for OLCP types could thus be decided with space polynomial in the product of the input length and the greatest integer occurring in the problem instance.
Evaluating extensions of OLCP
As has been discussed in section 1, there are many directions of possible extensions to the kernel model OLC, which h a ve been considered, but our main guideline was decidability. For this reason we start from the model OLCP presented in section 2 and consider two possible independent and relevant extensions: cyclic type names and paths across multi-valued attributes. Unfortunately, a s i t w i l l b e p r o ved in this section, both these extensions lead to undecidability.
Extending schemata with cyclic type names
Let us suppose that cyclic type names, i.e., type names which m a k e direct or indirect references to themselves through attributes are allowed. The capability of giving cyclic descriptions adds additional expressive p o wer to CODMs a classical example of a cyclic class together with integrity constraint is the following: an employee is managed by an employee and earns not more than its manager:
class Employee = name : String salary : Integer boss : Employee] and (salary boss.salary) By the description above, an employee cannot earn more than all its managers, i.e., managers at any level, and, in particular, the equal sign holds for bosses, which are managers of themselves. The inclusion of virtual cyclic type names in a schema gives rise to the new problem of choosing one of the possible semantics to interpret cyclic de nitions: least xpoint, greatest xpoint or descriptive semantics 10, 43]. As a consequence, the interpretation of a virtual cyclic type name is not uniquely determined by the interpretations of primitive t ype names. For example, the class of employees who earn less than $10,000 and are managed by employees with the same limitation, is described by the following cyclic virtual class: virtual class EmployeeV = isa Employee and boss : EmployeeV] and (salary 10)
For a given interpretation of the primitive class Employee there may b e s e v eral ways to interpret EmployeeV in such a w ay that the above equality holds, depending on whether we c hoose least xpoint, greatest xpoint or descriptive semantics. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the impact of the various semantics. Let us consider the less restrictive, i.e., the descriptive semantics, which accepts any i n terpretation which i s a m o del of the schema. With these hypotheses we p r o ve in Appendix B the following result: Theorem 4.1 (Cycles and undecidability) Checking consistency in a cyclic OLCP schema interpreted u nder descriptive semantics is an undecidable problem.
It is worth note that the descriptive semantics coincides with the one usually adopted in a cyclic schema with only primitive t ype names. Thus the above theorem holds also for schemata without virtual type names. The above result shows that if we w ant a decidable consistency checking algorithm we cannot allow cyclic OLCP schemata.
The proof of theorem 4.1 essentially uses a cyclic type name together with path relations. On the other hand, 29] shows that the satis ability problem for a description logic comprising general complements and general inclusion statements (which subsume terminological cycles) is solvable. Therefore the question arises whether the consistency problem for cyclic schemata without path relations interpreted under descriptive semantics is solvable.
In the following section, the language OLCDallowing cyclic de nitions (but not path relations) and calculus solving its consistency problem, which derives from the calculus for OLCP, are presented.
OLCD: cyclic schemata without path relations
In the sequel, we brie y list the di erences in the OLCDsyntax, semantics and calculus, with respect to OLCP.
Types and Schemas In OLCD, p p 0 is eliminated from the synt a x o f t h e t ype system and the condition of acyclic schema is relaxed on the other hand,the restriction on nesting of set types holds. Notice that OLCD schemata need not be inheritance well-founded, and we d o n o t i m p o s e s u c h a property.
Interpretation and Database Instances We consider the descriptive semantics which accepts as legal istance of a schema any i n terpretation satisfying the relations of de nition 2. Checking Consistency First, we can exclude the normalization rewriting rules dealing with path relations, i.e. rules 8, 9 and 15 of table 4. Moreover, in OLCD only a subset of the constraints de ned in 3.1 are needed. More precisely: in xpy, p is a path of length 1, i.e., p = e, where e 2 f4g A and in x y, is 6 =. As a consequence, a base constraint system does not include any constraint of the form x y, w h e r e 2 f < >g (see de nition 3.1, item 3).
We now modify completion rules. In A m a j o r c hange applies to the control strategy. The current strategy only checks whether given constraints are in the system, but it can be easily seen that this does not su ce to ensure termination, if cyclic type names are allowed. For instance, if (N) = 4N, t h e n f o r a n y nite n 0, the constraint system fx i =N x i =4N x i 4x i+1 : 0 i ng derives from fx 0 =Ng. We adopt a method similar to the one proposed in 29], and de ne the successor and predecessor relations among variables as follows.
De nition 4.2 Let x y be variables, K a c onstraint system. Then x is a direct successor of y in K i yex2 K, for some e 2 A f 4 9 8g. We denote by successor the transitive closure o f the relation direct successor and we denote by predecessor its inverse.
Given a constraint system K and a variable x, we de ne a function ( ) by (K x ) = fS j x=S 2 Kg. We s a y t h a t t wo v ariables x and y are K{equivalent, written x K y, if (K x ) = ( K y ). Intuitively, two
K{equivalent variables x and y can represent the same element in the potential interpretation built by the completion rules, unless x 6 = y 2 K.
Based on K{equivalence, we add a new condition to the ! replace -rule: 2. K ;! replace K y z if (a) xey and xez, w i t h e 2 A f 4 8g are in K, o r (b) y is a predecessor of z in K, y K z and y and z are not the same variable.
Given a constraint system, more than one rule might be applicable to it. We de ne the following strategy for the application of rules:
1. apply a rule di erent f r o m t h e ! replace -rule only if this rule is not applicable 2. apply a rule to a variable x only if no rule is applicable to a predecessor of x. If the strategy is not applied, the above system is incomplete and the rules would not necessarily bring it to a nite complete extension (! ] and ! are repeatedly applied). Applying the strategy, w e are forced to apply the ! replace -rule (which is applicable since x K y) before any other rule, immediately obtaining the complete system fx=N x= a: N] x a x g:
In the sequel, we assume that rules are always applied according to this strategy and that we always start with a constraint system K issued from fx=Sg. Under these assumptions, the properties of the calculus for OLCP hold for OLCD as well. Theorem 4.3 (Termination) Let S be a OLCD type. There is no in nite sequence of constraint systems K 1 = fx=Sg, K 2 , : : : , such that K i ! K i+1 , f o r i 1, i s a n i n s t a n c e o f a c ompletion rule. No more rules are applicable to x2 . We m a y apply rules to x4: One can verify that no rule can be applied to K x2 x5 since it contains the base constraint fx 6 =( < 4) x 6 =( > 6)g, which i s o b viously unsatis able, the class Clerk is inconsistent.
Extending paths with multi{valued attributes
As mentioned in subsection 2.2, a path is unde ned on set values. If the expression of a multi-valued attribute in a path is permitted, we need an extension of the semantics of paths of subsection 2.2 and, consequently, a change in the interpretation of atomic predicates of subsection 2. 
With these hypotheses we prove in Appendix B the following theorem:
Theorem 4.5 (Paths and Undecidability) Checking consistency in a OLCP schema with multi-valued p ath components is an undecidable problem.
Related Work and Discussion
In the literature we nd works related to constraint satis ability in the areas of deductive databases, conceptual modelling and description logics. As a general comment, our approach di ers from the perspective t a k en in deductive database theory 21, 3 8 , 41, 4 2 ]: the latter relies on highly general inference mechanisms, usually facing undecidable problems, operating on a logical, at model, while we propose a relatively simple and complete consistency checking procedure operating on types populated by complex values, including objects, relations, tuple and set constructors. Thus 
should be less e cient than a reasoner which is specialized on that restricted language.
Paper 38] is a forerunner in using the tableaux calculus technique to check constraints satis ability in logic databases. Its static constraints are rst order multi-typed logic sentences, restricted to nite worlds to achieve decidability.
The works related to the SATCHMO project 21, 4 1 , 4 2 ] deal with the problem of constraints satis ability i n a deductive database environment. They consider a greatly extended set of constraints, namely closed rst order formulas. This set has a semi-decidable unsatis ability problem, however allows an inference procedure which is claimed to be satisfactorily e cient. The solution proposed in 41] follows a model-generation paradigm, since a set of constraints is satis able if a model, possibly empty, can be built for it additional controls are included to nd regular patterns that could give rise to in nite models. Unlike these works, we consider to be contradictory a constraint set which either does not allow a n y model or which forces some classes to be empty, while the algorithms in 41] should be slightly extended to individuate empty m o d e l s .
F-Logic 37] extends a deductive environment towards the object-oriented paradigm. It is a full-edged logic with a model-theoretic semantics and a sound and complete proof theory. Its type constructors include union, intersection, complement, universal and existential quanti ers. F-logic, being a general theorem prover and having some capabilities for issuing queries on the database schema, can be programmed to compute the satis ability o f a t ype. Anyway, F-logic does not express the comparison operators, which w e use in the path expressions, and does not deal directly with paths and complex values, even if the authors claim they can be easily added as a syntactic sugar.
On the conceptual modelling side, we nd many works which deal with di erent languages and propose ways to represent di erent forms of integrity constraints 8, 22, 23, 2 6 , 51, 5 0 ]. As a general comment, most of them neither subsume nor are subsumed by our representation language. It is hard to say w h i c h i s t h e b e s t set of modeling features to be considered, but our language is the only one coupling powerful logical operators (intersection, union and complement) and complex structures (class types distinct from value types, sets and tuples).
In 26, 5 0 , 5 1 ] the notion of declarative i n tegrity constraints is introduced and the inference problem (i.e., whether a constraint i s implied by a given set of constraints) is solved. In 51] path functional dependencies for semantic data models were rst introduced and studied in 50] path functional dependencies and path equations (i.e. path relations limitated to equality operator) for a data model supporting complex object types (no inheritance) have been considered in combination in 26] a uni ed theory of typing constraint, path equations, and functional dependencies in Object Oriented Data models is proposed. The constraints they can declare are di erent from ours, since they do not include union and complement, but can express functional dependencies. They present a complete axiomatization, provide decidability results and, in particular, they provide a decision procedure for the inference problem for acyclic schemata. The inference problem is di erent from the consistency problem, but one can be reduced to the other, provided that complement i s a vailable. Papers 22, 2 3 ] present extended description logics for database environment a n d p r o vide consistency checking algorithms. Paper 23] presents a language which can be used to model various class-based representation formalisms, including object oriented languages, and proves that satis ability checking is decidable. With respect to our formalism, the language on the one hand o ers the inverse of the function represented by an atomic attribute, number restrictions and cyclic de nitions, but, on the other, does not support value-types and path relations, which are essential for the representation of signi cant i n tegrity constraints in object oriented environment. A similar comment can be made with respect to the work in 22] where the authors present a n e w data model which extends object oriented models in various directions, including n-ary relations, inverse of an attribute and cardinality constraints and provide schema satis ability procedures.
In the introduction we recalled the works in the description logics area which inspired us. To our purpose,
Let us now discuss the limits of our work. Our objective w as mainly to deal with both classes and relations, and to represent inheritance, aggregation, if then rules, type constraints and path relations. Unfortunately path relations turned out to be in con ict with the cyclicity o f t h e s c hema, and this lead us to propose two separate formalisms. Essentially our representation is inherently intensional: the adopted reasoning technique is not well suited for the aspects more related to instances, such as non-local aggregate constraints.
Inclusion dependency constraints are represented in a straightforward way when deriving from isa hierarchy and referential integrity, while general inclusion dependencies between unrelated classes (i.e. multi-class constraints) need some work, since we deal only with a single class at a time. On the other hand, thanks to the object oriented paradigm, this class of constraints could be represented by de ning a new aggregate class where the appropriate constraints can be set on a single (aggregate) class basis.
Functional dependencies and key constraints are not represented, since our technique is centered on the intensional level. On the other hand, as functional dependencies do not imply negations, they cannot give rise to unsatis ability, therefore they are essential when populating or querying a database but immaterial in our context.
Cardinality dependencies are represented only in the limited form of existential quanti cation. According to the results in 29] it is reasonable to suppose that the satis alility problem in OLCD plus cardinalities is decidable with exponential space. However, dealing with cardinalities in object environment with complex values is technically very complex and this direction has yet to be explored. With respect to the complexity of the various possible avours of our formalisms, the general results coming from description logics cannot be directly exploited in our context, mainly because of path expressions.
To conclude this discussion, we can observe that one major advantage of the tableaux calculus technique is its modularity: it can be extended by adding rules dealing with additional modelling features.
Conclusions
A database is usually ruled by a complex set of rules (known as integrity constraints) which limit the set of legal database states. As a practical solution, these integrity constraints can be enforced by various mechanisms, depending on the DBMS operating environment, but in general it is not possible to know in advance if there will be allowed non-empty database states. Our objective w as to represent i n tegrity constraints in a declarative style at the database schema level and nd out which database classes cannot be lled by instances, because of the integrity constraints. Our focus was on the object oriented database environment, which is, in our opinion, most promising as the database paradigm in the near future. We imported the techniques of Description Logics and devised a theoretical framework for the description of an object schema with integrity constraints and a procedure for checking schema coherence. In particular, we discussed two formalisms (sharing a common kernel), whose union leads to undecidability. The formalisms can be the basis of a DDL able to represent classes, types and state integrity constraints. The checking procedure is a specialized reasoner based on the tableaux calculus and ensures completeness and termination. The computational properties of the reasoning algorithms are also given.
We implemented a modular database design tool based on the ancestor of formalisms presented here 6, 11, 14] . The tool takes as input as schema and a type description and checks if the type is consistent. The OLCP and OLCD reasoners are being integrated in this tool.
The usefulness of the techniques we propose is not limited to satis ability: as we can perceive queries as virtual classes, the coherence procedure can be exploited to compute subsumption relationships between a query and the classes of a given schema. Our technique could then be used for the semantic query optimization. Subsumption computation for query optimization has been shown in 9, 19] for a quite simple DDL environment, in 50] for the object oriented environment with path equations and functional dependencies and, for the DDL of the the present w ork, in 6, 11, 1 3 , 1 4 ] . Further investigations are planned on this topic.
A Appendix
In this section, we g i v e proofs of the logical properties of the calculi for OLCP and OLCD, namely termination, soundness and completeness.
We assume a schema in normal form, denoted by , a n d t ypes occurring in , denoted by S, possibly with subscripts or accents. We further assume that every constraint system K derives from an initial constraint system of the form fx=Ŝg. We write K ! K 0 i K 0 is derived from K by an application of a completion rule. With the symbol`we denote the transitive closure of !. By subtype o f S we mean a substring of S that is a type.
We de ne the nested successor relation among variables as follows.
De nition A.1 Let x y be variables, K a c onstraint system. We say that x is a nested successor of y (x y) in K i there exists e 2 A f 9 8g such that yex2 K. Lemma A. Obviously, every formation tree is nite, since every type description is nite and the schema is acyclic. Let Theorem A.6 (Manna and Dershowitz, 1979) Let (X ) be a well-founded o r dering, and let X be the set of all multisets over X. Let be a n o r dering on X obtained by extending the ordering as follows: If M M Theorem A.7 (Termination) LetŜ be a type,x a variable. There is no in nite sequence of constraint systems K 1 = fx=Ŝg, K 2 , : : : , s u c h t h a t K i ! K i+1 , f o r i 1. Proof sketch: Let N (Ŝ) denote the subset of N of names which are schema subtypes ofŜ. We s a y t h a t a constraint is typed if its form is x=S. We s a y that is complex if and only if it is typed and S 6 2 B f ? >g. We s a y t h a t is functional if and only if its form is xe:py. We associate to every functional or typed in K an integer numberp( K) w h i c h decreases when a completion rule having the constraint among its premises is applied. Let n 9 (`) be the total numb e r o f s c hema subtypes ofŜ of the form fSg 9 having the same set level`, and let n 9 = max fn 9 (`)g: 
This property implies termination: An in nite sequence of constraint systems K 1 = fx=Ŝg, K 2 , : : : , such t h a t K i ! K i+1 , for i 1, is an instance of a completion rule, yields an in nite descending sequence of multisets, contradicting Theorem A.6.
2
In the following, we p r o ve soundness and completeness of the completion rules. We a s s u m e a t ypeŜ in and an initial variablex e v ery constraint system K is derived by fx=Ŝg using completion rules. We de ne now a successor relation among constraints.
De nition A.8 Let K be a c onstraint system, , Lemma A.10 A c omplete constraint system containing no clash is satis able. Proof sketch: Let K be a clash-free complete constraint system derived from fx=Ŝg. Note that x=?, x 6 = x are not in K by hypothesis (see clash 3, 4), and x=>, x x, and x = x are satis ed by any I-assignment . These constraints are thus ignored in the following. Let O, A be disjoint denumerable sets, X be the set of variable symbols occurring in K. Let also !: X ! O, : X ! fa 2 A : a not a substring of any 2 Kg be injective functions. Proceed inductively on to de ne . Note that we w r i t e x 6 = y for both y 6 = x and x 6 = y. Base: If Step: Let y 1 : : : y n be the nested successors of x. Notice that x does not occur in K b , because x has successors and K contains no clash (see clash 2) thus is unde ned on x. We h a ve the following cases:
1. every e i is an attribute a i , and i 6 = j implies e i 6 = e j , i j 2 1::n.
2. every e i is an existential symbol9, except at most one e i which is a universal symbol8.
In fact, both fx9y i x a y j g and fx8y i x a y j g are clashes. Moreover, if i 6 = j then xay i , xay j are not both in K, b ecause K is complete, hence it is complete w.r.t. ! replace . In case 1 let (x) : = a 1 : (y 1 ) : : : a n : (y n ) ( Proof sketch: Recall that S is consistent if and only if fx=Sg is satis able. =). Assume S is consistent. Then by Lemma A.11 some completion K of fx=Sg is satis able. A satis able constraint system contains no clash, since a clash is unsatis able. (=. Since K is a clash-free completion of fx=Sg, it is satis able by Lemma A.10 as K f x=Sg, S is consistent.
A.OLCD
In the following, we prove soundness and completeness of the completion rules. We assume a typeŜ in and an initial variablex e v ery constraint system K is derived by fx=Ŝg using completion rules.
We de ne now a successor relation among constraints.
De nition A.13 Let K be a c onstraint system, , Step. j = x=fSg 8 . Proof sketch: For all rules, the arguments used for the proof sketch of Theorem A.11 work, with the exception of the ! replace -rule of page 19, case 2b, where K{equivalence must be used.
2
The completeness theorem follows from the above lemmata. 
B Undecidability results
Let be an alphabet of symbols. By we denote, as usual, the set of all nite sequences (words) of symbols from , including the empty sequence . The set is a semigroup with respect to the associative operation of concatenation of words (the free semigroup on ). Let R be a nite binary relation R = f(u 1 The symbolR is used to denote the equivalence relation generated by ! R . The binary relationR determines a congruence on , and the quotient set =R is itself a semigroup whose elements are the equivalence classes ofR. If is nite, a semigroup isomorphic to =R is said to have a nite presentation h j Ri. The word problem for semigroups is the problem to decide uRv for given words u v 2 .
The problem was shown undecidable in 44]. Gurevich has later strengthened the result, extending it to nite semigroups 33]. In the sequel we assume that a word w = w 1 w 2 : : : w n in is written as a dot-separated sequence of symbolsw 1 .w 2 . : : : .w n , t o a void clumsy notation for the path associated to w. 
